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of the great controversy as to which should be chosen for
Westminster. I had no hesitation in my own mind as to which
was the finer work of art, but someone decided on the St.
Gaudens.
Just beyond Bernard's studio, on a tableland that commands
a view of the Hudson and of New York and of the sea, Bernard
had built a cloister with fragments of stones from France, Italy
and Spain. The labour of transporting the ponderous columns
and their magnificent capitals from overseas, could have been
accomplished only by one whose dreams reinforced the stoutest
determination. Inside a building (can one call it a church ?)
of old pink brick, a colonnade of beautifully matched pairs of
pillars, each two of a different pattern, harmonized into an
atmosphere that savoured of all the ages. There were side-
chapels and altars and madonnas and golden gates and candle-
sticks, and in the centre the stone effigy taken from some tomb
of a Crusader, There was not a corner or a view-point that was
not a poem.
It was simple and in perfect taste ; built, one felt, by loving
hands. One seemed to be in some exquisite remote corner in
Italy. It represented, I was told, the soul of Bernard. He
meant some day to be buried there. I felt myself projected
into the future—a proud and grateful people would come there
piously as to a shrine. In the heart of America, George Grey
Bernard's body would be in Italy!
His heart was already there, but his work necessitated
remaining in the greatest of modern commercial centres. No
sculptor can sculpt in the desert or in a lonely place, however
beautiful. The world i$ necessary to the development of this
art. A sculptor is the most dependent of all the world's
workers. Without patrons or employers he can do nothing.
Bernard had great projects. His acropolis would require all
the help and encouragement that a rich nation could provide,
moreover he was imbued with a civic sense that required for
New York glories such as Greece. But it was also evident, that
for all his American pride, his soul was athirst for certain things
that his mother-country lacked: for repose, mellowness of age
and tradition, and so he betook himself out of sound although

